KENYA CAREERS INFORMATION GUIDE
A comprehensive A-Z Guide to Careers Information in Kenya

This Guide, together with its online version, www.educationinkenya.com, is an essential Guide for all young people seeking to make a Career Choice. The Guide gives a wide variety of Certificate, Diploma, Professional, Bachelor, Masters and Doctorate Courses offered at nearly 1,000 Universities and Colleges in Kenya.

The Guide will also be the main sponsor of the Nairobi International Education Fair and the Regional Education & Career Fairs which will be taking place immediately after the release of the 2014 KCSE results in February, 2015.

Below are the Contents of the Guide being produced and will also be available online www.educationinkenya.com

FOR CAREER SEEKERS:

CHAPTER 1
A-Z OF THE COURSES AVAILABLE IN KENYAN COLLEGES & UNIVERSITIES FROM CERTIFICATE TO DOCTORATE LEVEL

CHAPTER 2
UNDERSTANDING THE TERM “CAREER”

CHAPTER 3
OVER 300 CAREERS TO CHOOSE FROM DETAILING:
- Satisfying and Demanding aspects of each career
- Professional requirements of each career
- Compulsory basic subjects required for each career
- Recommended subjects for greater success in each career
- Period and level of training required for a successful career
- Admission requirements to each level of training (every institution will have its own minimum entry requirements).

CHAPTER 4
CONTACTS OF LOCAL PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES AND THEIR CONSTITUENT COLLEGES

CHAPTER 5
CONTACTS OF LOCAL PRIVATE UNIVERSITIES

CHAPTER 6
CONTACTS OF LOCAL PUBLIC & PRIVATE COLLEGES

CHAPTER 7
TOP 100 BEST UNIVERSITIES IN THE VARIOUS REGIONS OF THE WORLD

FOR CAREER PROVIDERS:

- Our Print and Online versions will help you to drastically reduce the cost of marketing/selling your programmes.
- Online version enables you publicise not only your programmes but also all your college/university facilities at a fraction of the traditional media cost such as Newspapers, Television, Radio and Billboards.
- Online version gives you flexibility to change your publicity message as many times as possible at no extra cost.
- The two versions, the Print and Online, go directly to your current and future consumers in their Schools, Colleges, Universities and Homes.

THE BEST AND MOST AFFORDABLE WAY TO SELL YOUR CAREER PROGRAMMES

Available at:
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Contact Publisher: info@expressmediakenya.com, 0722-779972, 0733-228055